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_ H i !

I am Christophe Rey.

I obtained a master’s degree in applied arts in digital creation. 
During my six years of graduate studies, I explored different 
areas where I realized many projects. I let you discover them; 
eache one’s very different from each other.

Enjoy!

Christophe Rey.
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1Product design /
Industrial design /
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Mixed reality headset

My final student project. A personal realisation of a hybrid VR headset 
designed using 3D printer and thermoformed material.

The same design has been thought for the controller. In fact, in this 
VR project the user is living an impressive experience where he can 
interact with virtual objects using his virtual hand by this controller.

Initial design.

Final design.

Initial design of the controller.
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Researches on the life 
cycle of a coffee maker 
and proposals for a new 
design with sustainability 
purposes.

Some hand sketches 
for other eco-design 
projects such as drones 
and cutleries.

Finally During my internship 
in the marketing agency 
Pi-comm in Grenoble 
(France), I designed some 
Point of Sales advertising 
for the international 
fabrics brand Gore-Tex.

CAD design and poster 
edition of a fictive new 
watch range.

The conception of a  
promotional marquee 
which has been used 
by the university of 
Besançon during student 
lounges to promote the 
ecodesign bachelor.

CAD of the range of Eco friendly 
music instrument brand for a 
fictive marketing student project.

Eco-design Marketing and Promotional Products

Design research of a modular canoe with consideration of an ecological 
manufacturing process.
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Furnitures Ironworks

Several projects of furnitures for interior design.

Several industrials projects for the ironworks La Ferronnerie 
des Granges (Izeaux, France) such as stairs and canopies 
for individuals or professionals.

Lungriso.

Carried out by myself.

Neros & Imposos.

Both furnitures has been 
produced by the Iron works 
company  La Ferronnerie 
des granges. 

Boba.

An eco-design stool.

Work on a professional furniture for 
self-service / restoration with the C+B 
Lefebvre design agency for Vauconsant.
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23D models /
Architectural Scenes /

Sculpting /

3D model of an imaginary street. 15
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Several projects of interior design.

An open space remodeling for the Fresenius Kabi company where I 
used to work in 2016.

An interior design view for a villa building project.

On the bottom, a renovation of an old house entrance. Simulation  
rendered by night.

Up right, a redesigned garden gazebo.

Finally, on the bottom right, a 360 view of a veranda project.

inside and outside simulations
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Stair integration in their future location. This allows a preview of the 
product by the customer so that it can better project himself.

IronWork’s back
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I modeled 3D objects for the needs of the EMOTIVE 
VR project: a film about Freud’s life.

The particularity of this movie is that it’s an interactive 
and VR 360 film sometimes with first person point of 
view. That’s why I modeled seats where Freud and 
Karl, his patient, were seated.

Furthermore, I made a 360 animation of a neuronal 
electrical flow.

All this work has been done using Blender3D.

Chairs and brain.

Karl’s armchair

Freud’s chair
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3Graphic design
DIGITAL PAINTING
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Business card of my personal freelance services activity.

Logotype proposition for a 
local company specialised 
in Grenoble nuts production.

Currently working on 
marketing supports for the 
range.

MARKETING TOOLS

24 25
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Logotype proposition and edition of a visual book 
for a B to B company specialised in metalwork.

This book is used to show the project made by 
the ironwork to architectural companies.

Logotype and book edition.

First and second annual projects of my master 
degree in digital creation. Up -DUBITAXIS- 
project and down the OA project (explained 
in the section 4).

On the right, a flyer for the book intittled 
Marche après marche of Geoffrey Agostiniano.

Flyer edition
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4Installations /
Multimedia /
Interactivity /

Currently working on a personnal website uing aptanna studio. Simple web-
site that i’m coding with html and css integration.

Currently working on a personal 
website using aptana studio. A 
Simple website that I’m coding with 
html and css integration.

Creation of a simulation of the OA 
project using python language and 
linked to a local network to create 
an interactivity between the browser 
and the game windows.

Web and ‘‘gamE’’ design
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An interactive work of art called Chant végétal. An 
installation to give a voice to this pretty little plant: the 
mimosa pudica.

The initial design

CHANT VEGETAL

The final project:

The mimosa pudica «sings» according 
to its mouvements translated by the 
webcam and calculated by the 
computer thanks to a programme using 
MaxMSP (a programmation software for 
realtime intractions).
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Project of an interactive installation for the 
abatoires museum of Toulouse (France).

Project group where I was in charge 
of the 3D modeling and lighting. I also 
designed the «flowers hologrames» with 
CAD sofwares.

The concept of this project was 
that each flower was related 
to a work of art exposed in the 
museum.

With a proximity sensor the 
flower would be reacting if a 
spectator would have been 
close to it. In this case a 
workd of art would had been 
illuminated inside the flower 
with a pyramidal plexy and a 
screen.

Luxitis
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-DUBITAXIS- is an immersive and interactive installation. It allows the 
spectator to watch and live a 360 experience with spatialized sound. 
It was the result of my first year of studies in digital creation at the 
Toulouse Jean Jaures University.

The headset plugged against 
the headphone include all 
electronics components such 
as arduino boards.

Over the head, on the top of the cylinder, the controle area 
where all the electronics informations are going and where 
the projection is coming from.

The final result. A spectator called «spect-actor» is testing the installation. The 
headset includes an electronic compass so the projection follows the head 
orientation of the viewer. He can follow the 360 movie or not and look around 
him with only one degree of liberty.

-DUBITAXIS-
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OA is my last year project of my master degree.

This work of art is an interactive and immersive 
installation about dreams and uncunsciousness.

This redesigned headset allows the viewer to 
live the autor’s dreams in 3D. It gives access to 
his mind where he can explore and interract with.

The project was selected to be exhibited at 
the Laval Virtual 2019. The world’s biggest new 
medias exhibition (VR and AR).

OA, onirisme augmente
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5Other

Videos /
Sound /
VR /
etc /
... /

In 2016 I participated to the international nikon film festival.

I edited this short film of 3 minutes called The way of living things watchable on 
youtube.

Short film editing.
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The project -DUBITAXIS- is an immersive and interactive installation 
but the installation is cinlindrical shaped in order to project the 360 
movie all along the surface. Since, the movie has been watchable 
on youtube with 360 compatibility.

During my second year 
internship I worked on the 
last interactive movie of 
Marie-Laure Cazin entitled 
EMOTIVE VR, Freud la 
dernière hypnose.
Then, as freelance designer, 
I have continued to 
colaborate with her.

I edited several rushes of the shooting. I blended them in order 
to get a single big 360 video for the VR experience with 3 DOL 
that we’ll then use in this real time software Unity3D.

I’ve been 
introduced 
to the 360 

shooting 
techniques 

and I worked 
as register 
operator.

360 editing.
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Christophe Rey is a versatil designer ex-student of the digital creation master 
at the Jean Jaures Toulouse University. For his second year diploma, he has 
worked on a virtual reality project. He wanted to show how this technology is 
good to emulate the action of dreaming; principles and features embedded 
within –DUBITAXIS- his first year project including the same kind of technologies. 
In fact, in 2017, he carried out an installation that he designed during one year 
where the purpose was the doubt. His work was distinguished by virtual and 
real origins of stimuli. Theses stimuli are subjects to interpretation in their nature. 
He typically used micro-controllers and 360 videos and sounds to create 
the world where viewers could interact. His practice engages the perception, 
the consciousness and the unconsciousness. Both projects were selected and 
exhibited at LavalVirtual 2019, the world’s biggest virtual reality show.

In 2017, I decided to work on another subject which is dreams. However the 
unconscious problematic still the main topic. This project, entitled OA l’Onirisme 
Augmenté, provides his own dreams modeled in three dimensions where viewers 
can wander inside. His work is driven by the psychic analysis including the 
Freudian theory of condensation and displacement that symbols have the 
capacity to evoke. He has developed his reflection on what is offered to see, 
especially in the architectural and volumetric living spaces of dreams. In this 
project, he wanted to question the unconsciousness part of the mind and what 
its relationship with space and volume is. His ambition is to create an immersive 
and interactive experience whose the purpose is dream through redesigning a 
virtual reality headset.

Christophe Rey was born in 1993 at Voiron close to Grenoble, Isère -France-, 
nearby French Alps. He grew up in La Forteresse, a village one hour from this 
city, where he spent his childhood. He has never known what job he would 
like to do that explains his atypical academic background. After a scientific 
baccalaureat in 2011, he decided to engage with a two-years diploma in 
mechanical engineering. Not limited to one field, he wanted to discover other 
fields and he studied marketing management during one year. Then he followed 
an eco-design bachelor where he had the possibility to include what he learnt 
before and opened his mind to the applied art, field he has always been 
interested in. During one year he used to work for a medical company where 
he was focused on the verification and validation of medical devices. The 
year after he has been back to school at the Jean-Jaures Toulouse University 
in order to discover art and experiment it with new technologies. In 2018 
he worked on film editing with the producer Marie-Laure Cazin. A 360 movie 
including interractivity and virtual reality. Then he definitly decided to work in 
an artistic field and was also happy to had learnt all this subjects even if they 
were not linked to art beacause they gave him an enginneer way of thinking 
combined with his passion for applied art.

Bio /
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